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Rubrik Go delivers the latest innovation with a single subscription license. With Rubrik Go, you can access the latest software features, refresh 

appliances on autopilot and future proof for the cloud. Keep your data center modern for the hybrid cloud era with peace of mind.

Rubrik Go: Subscribe to Simplicity

BENEFITS OF YOUR RUBRIK GO SUBSCRIPTION

OVERVIEW OF RUBRIK GO SOFTWARE FOUNDATION EDITION
For organizations that require 
modernized data protection

BUSINESS EDITION
For organizations that 

need to quickly investigate 
anomalies

ENTERPRISE EDITION
For organizations that need 
comprehensive ransomware 

remediation

CDM (Cloud Data Management)
Backup & recovery, replication, cloud archiving and instantiation, search, 
and analytics built on a zero trust file system with logical air gap

Ransomware Investigation (Radar)
Analyze what data has been impacted in a ransomware attack and 
determine blast of radius

Incident Containment
Scan for malware and compromise to avoid malware reinfection, and drive 
threat hunting workflows from SOAR solutions

Sensitive Data Discovery (Sonar)
Assess data risk and exfiltration via an automate classification engine and 
pre-built analyzers

Orchestrated Application Recovery (AppFlows)
Orchestrated recovery playbook to get your application to the nearest 
clean state, with sequencing order and recovery type

HOW RUBRIK GO WORKS

Rubrik Go is offered as a 3-year subscription that includes software, hardware, support, and hardware refresh to the current hardware generation 

at the time of subscription renewal. Throughout the Rubrik Go subscription, you will receive access to Rubrik’s new software features. All Rubrik 

Go licenses can be transferred to the cloud during the term of the subscription at no additional license cost. Cloud licenses in Rubrik Go editions 

are eligible only for cloud migration use cases. Rubrik Go renewal prices are predictable, which means no surprises at renewal time.

ACCESS NEW 
TECHNOLOGY

Always stay current on software features. 
Refresh to next generation appliances 

without needing to re-buy.

FUTURE PROOF 
FOR CLOUD

Move to the cloud non-disruptively with 
cloud-native protection bundles into the 

Rubrik subscription.

RECOVER FASTER FROM 
RANSOMWARE

Identify anomalies, analyze what sensitive 
data was exposed, and orchestrate 

recovery instantly.
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Rubrik, the Zero Trust Data Security Company™, delivers data security and operational resilience for enterprises. 

Rubrik’s big idea is to provide data security and data protection on a single platform, including: Zero Trust 

Data Protection, ransomware investigation, incident containment, sensitive data discovery, and orchestrated 

application recovery. This means data is ready at all times so you can recover the data you need, and avoid paying 

a ransom. Because when you secure your data, you secure your applications, and you secure your business. 

For more information please visit www.rubrik.com and follow @rubrikInc on Twitter and Rubrik, Inc. on LinkedIn. 

Rubrik is a registered trademark of Rubrik, Inc. Other marks may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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